The Translation Centre is aware that, in the European environment, multilingualism is the key to successful communication. However, we are also conscious that linguistic matters are not the core business of our clients and that they are facing budget constraints. While advances in translation technologies offer new possibilities, using them requires expert skills to ensure the desired quality.

Our longstanding multilingual experience as a service provider has today helped us obtain a better understanding and a broader knowledge of our clients’ needs. This, together with the use of the latest technologies, allows us to offer a greater range of services, making it possible for clients to ‘do more with less’.

Our new Paste ‘n’- Go and Automatic Translation services provide solutions that ensure clients get the best results for their linguistic projects.

Using the opportunities offered by the fast-evolving language and communication technologies together with the know-how provided by our professional linguists is the key for continuously innovating our services to the benefit of our clients.

For further information on this service, please contact:

(+352) 42.17.11.201

demand.management@cdt.europa.eu
Translation memories (TMs)
Help retrieve previously translated content for subsequent translation jobs, enhancing user productivity, improving consistency between translations and bringing down the volume of work, hence reducing the costs for the clients.

Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
Built upon deep learning techniques, state-of-the-art machine translation systems are able to automatically translate any text with an unprecedented linguistic quality. The Centre has especially customised this technology to produce the best in-domain quality for its clients’ documents.

Do you have short, unformatted texts to translate? Paste ‘n’ Go is the service for you.

Sometimes, all one needs is to understand the message of a text written in a foreign language very quickly, or to have an inexpensive translation for internal records. To respond to these needs, the Centre is now delighted to propose the Automatic Translation service.

This new service relies entirely on the most advanced translation technologies. To provide the highest quality, the Centre automatically reuses existing human translations from its translation memories and EURAMIS, and applies its custom Neural Machine Translation when no previous human translations are available. Moreover, it does so while keeping the original layout and formatting of the original document thanks to its advanced translation management system.

The ultimate goal of this service is for our clients to obtain a quick translation that is understandable and acceptable in terms of fluency and accuracy; a translation which, for various reasons, such as budget or time constraints, would not have been translated otherwise.

By making the most of our cutting-edge technology and expertise, you get economic benefits and increase your operational efficiency.